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November 29, 2012 City Council 

Street by Street
“Up Out of the Mud”

New lower cost options for 
residential street improvements

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No two streets are alike
Yet we have one standard for the 45 miles of residential streets that remain unpaved in Portland and the 167 miles paved but without curb and sidewalk.  This represents 22% of our residential streets, which is a subset of just single family residential areas on the city’s local streets. The one standard is out of reach financially for the people responsible for funding street improvements and does not offer enough flexibility to meet demands of the neighborhoods, existing conditions and natural environment.

The mayor requested PBOT develop affordable, safe, context-based program for the improvement of residential streets and for affordability, to develop a deferral program for low-income but not otherwise subsidized, LIDs.  This is what you will consider today and has been done in collaboration with Engineers, Planners from PBOT, BES, Fire, BPS and Financial experts from PBOT and City Treasure’s office.

 Rich Newlands has been leading the outreach effort and will start off with an overview of our collaborative input process.
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Public Involvement Process

Stakeholders Advisory Committee Technical Advisory Committee 

•

 

Alan Delatorre/ Portland Commission on Disabilities
•

 

Bonny McKnight/ Citywide Land Use Committee
•

 

Dave Humber/ MGH homebuilder
•

 

Marianne Fitzgerald/ SW Neighborhoods Inc
•

 

Justin Wood/ Homebuilders Association
•

 

Leah Dawkins/ SE Uplift District Coalition
•

 

Lawerence Qamar/ Woodstock Neighborhood Assoc.
•

 

Roger Averbeck/  SW Neighborhoods Inc
•

 

Dan Dishongh/ Linnton Neighborhood Assoc.
•

 

Nicholas Johnson/ Portland Commission on Disabilities
•

 

Rob Sadowsky/ Bicycle Transportation Alliance
•

 

Don Baak/ SW Trails
•

 

Rob Merrick/ Pedestrian Advisory Committee
•

 

Roberta Krogman/ Powellhurst Gilbert Neighborhood Assoc.

•

 

Portland Fire Bureau
•

 

Bureau of Environmental Services
•

 

Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
•

 

City Treasurer
•

 

Office of Management and Finance
•

 

Portland Bureau of Transportation
•

 

LID Administration
•

 

Development Services
•

 

ADA Coordinator
•

 

Asset Management
•

 

Project Management
•

 

Planning

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Public Involvement Process
Public Works Appeals Panel
Citywide Land Use Transportation Subcommittee
Bureau of Planning & Sustainability
Accessibility in the Built Environment Subcommittee
SWNI Transportation Subgroup Meeting
Homebuilders (HBA) Group
City Wide Land Use Group
Planning & Sustainability Commission
SW Trails
City Planning & Development Directors Group
Pedestrian Advisory Committee
City Council Work Session -

 

August 28
Development Review Advisory Committee (DRAC)
Neighborhood Public Meetings –

 

September/October

City Council Ordinance / Report –

 

November 29 2012 

Program details, code, rules, procedures
Pilot Projects / Pilot Program

20
12

20
13

20
11

185759 presentation
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Public Involvement Process

Endorsements

•
 

Brentwood Darlington Neighborhood Association
•

 
Woodstock Neighborhood Association

•
 

Cully Neighborhood Association
•

 
East Portland Neighborhood Office &
Land Use/Transportation Committee

•
 

SW Neighborhoods Inc. 
•

 
Portland Pedestrian Advisory Committee

•
 

SW Trails

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes





*Ordinance 1 of 2 (summary)
•

 
Adopt Report

•
 
Adopt Separated Residential & Shared 
Residential Street Standards

•
 
Include pavement (shared or separated 
standard) under city maintenance

•
 
Develop policy to guide residential street 
concept approval.                                continued…

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on community and technical input,  new standards have been developed.  These allow more flexible designs and use of the right of way while providing for a safe environment.
This summarizes the request of council before you today: 3 straight forward directives; 3 process related intertwined issues on public input and financing






*Ordinance 1 of 2 (summary)

•
 

Develop a developer in lieu of street 
improvements fee.

•
 

Offer deferral financing thru a Local 
Improvement District (LID) for streets 
designed and constructed as shared or 
separated standards.

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a  2nd Ord part of this program which relates to the details of this LID deferral option.  Will cover later.  



*Adopt Residential “Up out of the 
 Mud”

 
Street by Street Report

1.
 

History and continuing challenges.
2.

 
The two (2) new standards:

–
 

Base Design & Criteria
–

 
Drainage 

3.
 

Program elements:
–

 
Input and approval  

–
 

Maintenance
–

 
Financing (LID Deferral;  Developer In lieu of 
fee)

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All streets in  Portland: 2,070 centerline miles
Local “residential” streets: 1,006 centerline miles
Local residential streets that are unpaved: 45 centerline miles
Local residential streets lacking curb and sidewalk: 167  centerline miles

It has been and remains the policy of the City of Portland that streets are constructed at the expense of abutting property owners and are maintained by abutting property owners until street improvements are constructed to the standards of, and accepted for maintenance by, the City. [City Code Chapter 17.42, Property Owner Responsibility for Streets, paragraph .010 A., Policy].

The City Engineer, based on findings that a standard improvement is not feasible, may allow a temporary street improvement, not maintained by the City, which requires present and future owners be counted in favor of any proposed standard improvement of said street [City Code, 17.88.020, For Buildings and Planning Actions] by agreeing to a waiver of remonstrance.




Street standards change 
•

 
1988/1991 – Skinny Streets

•
 

1991 –
 

Substandard Streets
•

 
1995 ‐

 
Cheap and Skinny LID in Brentwood‐

 Darlington

•
 

1998/2000 ‐
 

LID Program modifications 
•

 
1998 ‐

 
Pedestrian Design Guide

•
 

1999/2000 –
 

Stormwater Management Manual
•

 
2004 –

 
Development design standards rule

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finding affordable solutions has been an issue for the city for more than 20 years. Cost remains a key impediment.  Early 90’s council adopted strategies in response to 2 year process of looking for narrower, less expensive streets, that were queuing streets. 

In the last part of the 90’s and 2000, City adopted a number of standards and guidelines





Street standards change 

•
 

2005‐2009 – Complete Streets emerge in nation
•

 
2009‐2012 – Neighborhood Greenways/20mph  

•
 

April 2012 –
 

Portland Plan
•

 
August 2012 – Cully Neighborhood 

 Transportation Plan

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…Last 5 years, there has been a shift towards shared streets

Compete streets:  Instituting a Complete Streets policy ensures that transportation planners and engineers consistently design and operate the entire roadway with all users in mind – including bicyclists, public transportation vehicles and riders, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities.
NH Greenways are streets in portland where bikes and peds are given priority over motor vehicles
Portland plan calls for Equity to provide basic services to all portlanders, which are not distributed equally across the city.  And recognizes “one size does not fit all” and has policies and action items guiding a Healthy connected city.

1999 Dan Burden a ped and bike planner published Street Design Guidelines for Healthy NHs-  In his research he found
Pedestrians in most cities say they want well-designed neighborhood alleys, lanes and streets that keep motorist speeds between 10 and 25 mph, and provide on-street
parking, sidewalks, shade, benches, street lamps, and other community amenities.

He also makes this conclusion which I think provides the solid foundation for what we are achieve here in portland today with this report:
Walkable, bike-friendly, transit-oriented neighborhoods eliminate the need for many nonessential, motorized trips. Traffic volume, speed and noise are reduced. By
slowing motorized traffic, people discover that the front portions of their homes are pleasant places. They spend more time in front yards and porches, and meet neighbors
along walkways and at street corners. Putting more people outside further slows traffic and enhances neighborhood security. As more people meet, make friends, and share
information, neighborhood bonds are strengthened and people watch out for each other. Over time, parents feel more comfortable about allowing their children to be outdoors
more often, and they permit children to walk or bike to many of their favorite destinations. These attitudes foster activity and personal interaction that benefit the
physical and emotional health of children, seniors, and, indeed, every resident who plays a part in creating a truly safe and healthy neighborhood.
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Residential Streets 185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context of where these streets are:

Lime:  Res streets paved with Curb (city maintained) 78% of total (99% city maintained)
Red:  unpaved (5% of total) 0% city maintained
Yellow/Purple:  Paved without curb and walk (17% of total)  78% city maintained
Ped Districts out in bright green – higher standard traditional

Highest concentration of unpaved streets:
Cully – Woodstock – B-D – SWNeighborhoods – Linnton – East of I 205
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22% of Residential Streets could 
benefit

Residential Streets:
Single Family Zoned Local Service Streets

•
 

45 miles unpaved (5%)
•

 
167 miles paved without curb (17%)

•
 

752 miles paved with curb (78%)

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes



65 miles now 60 miles unpaved streets but slowly chipping away.
In the interests of full disclosure, not all of the progress is attributable to the LID program; e.g.:�  1) Permit improvements  2) Inspectors go out and deem the surface type to be different (this used to on a 7-year cycle, not sure what it is now) 3) Bootleg paving�  4) Adjustments to lengths of streets as our GIS capabilities improve 5) For the past two years, we've begun eliminating unpaved streets outside the city limits that we inventory in our pavement management system because they are the county's asset, not ours  6) LID progress �
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Residential Street Styles
Traditional Residential
Street:

 
~$300/month

Separated Residential
Street:

 
~$85/month* 

Shared Residential
Street:

 
~$65/month*
*without public stormwater
disposal systems

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are offering:

Cost per CL ft:  Full width
Traditional $1500
Shared $293
Separated $407
8’/6’ walk $114/$85
ISW $110






*Adopt Separated Residential Street 
and Shared Residential Street

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speed bumps part of base design for Shared streets
Without public stormwater
Endorsed by Fire!  Something is better than nothing!
Some streets may have improved walkways only!

There is a radical makeover of streets occurring across the country (slowly) where shared streets are being introduced and accepted.  I appreciate this quote from Philip Langdon he made in his article for “Cities and Towns”:   Cities in the western and eastern US are starting to let motorists and pedestrians deal with one another more intuitively in shared space streets.  Motorists and pedestrian are being expected to use – imagine this – their intelligence and powers of observation to operate safely in multipurpose environments. 

Even though we have these standards, there is still the need to custom fit and collaborate on a street design street by street.
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Shared Street Example

SE Mill Street, Portland

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shared streets do exist and people use them because they feel comfortable sharing the space.  
There has been tremendous growth in the acceptance and understanding of shared streets the past 5 years here in the US.
Affordable and safe shared streets are in response to community input.

Two things support the safe operation of shared streets:
1) ORS 811.111 requires a 15 mph speed limit when driving on an alley or a narrow residential roadway, 18 ft wide or less at any point.
2) Under program, City will post for enforcement & City will have traffic calming speed bumps.

This is one of the new standards we proposed but there is specific criteria before constructing.



In the past 8 years (2005-2012) BOM received 767 risk claims of which 3% (22) were predominantly stormwater runoff/drainage related and 35% (266) related to potholes/holes.  In comparison to the total number of general liability claims the city received in the same time frame, these represent 0.4 and 3% of the city's total, respectively. For storm water run off BES had 35 claims in the same time period due to perceived poor roadway/storm design.  Note plugged catch basin are not included in this count. 
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Shared Residential Street Criteria

•
 
Operate as local access street  

•
 
Low speed 15 mph

•
 
Low volume <500 vehicles per day

•
 
Designed for use

•
 
(A) Safety (line of sight, signed, marked)

•
 
(B) Detectable (edge)

•
 
(C) Cross-section (cross slope)

•
 
(D) Material (meets criteria)

•
 
Design includes traffic calming

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHWA shared constraints:  low speed; low volume; designed for use.  City further defined and added criteria.
Material:  [SMOOTH, FIRM]-ADA, [SLIP RESISTANT, LOW ABRASIVE]-PBOT added
ADA and City defined surfaces and design.  Edges
Some questions arose regarding how can we assure ourselves of low vol and speed after construction?  All will have traffic calming, posted speeds, signs indicating a shared street and peds in the roadway, and other measures such as chicane and design enhancements will be considered to identify to motorists this is a shared residential street.

If cannot meet, then must do Separated or Traditional.


Title II of the ADA prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability, and when public build or alter existing facilities, the new construction/alternation must be accessible for individuals with disabilities.  The ADA does not require public agencies to provide pedestrian facilities when none currently exists; however when a ped facility is provided it must be accessible to persons with disabilities to the extent technically feasible.  

Legal speed limits on EU shared streets:  Dutch woonerf (5-15 km/h) German Verkehrsberuhigter Bereich (5-7 km/h)�Danish Lege‐og opholdsgade (15 km/h)   Dutch neighborhood streets - 30 km/h
A major obstacle to the early 90’s skinny streets was due to the question of legal liability for traffic engineers.  Traffic engineers as scientists, have come to understand the value and operations of narrow roadways and in fact, scientific findings indicate that accidents are much much lower on narrow roadways than other facilities.

NOTE RODGER’s ISSUE with NH Greenways
Note Don’s issue with surface smoothness and maintenance and sight distance and vegetation clearance




Separated Street Example

Lake Oswego, OR

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If cannot meet Shared criteria due to traffic or bike volumes, or if there is a NH destination that is driving a higher need for safety and comfort of peds, such as a route on a park or adjacent to a school
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Design Enhancements
•

 
Active street elements:  
bench, picnic table, 
basketball hoop, planter 
boxes

•
 

Alignment
-

 
serpentine

- chicane

•
 

Asphalt driveway 
approaches

•
 

Pervious pavement*   
parking area

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design enhancements will bring people out into the public space. More opportunities for residents to connect with each other in a public space.  More opportunity to activate the right of way.  More interactive.  There will be Prominent Features.  Variety along the way.   In 1990 Homebuilders, Architects, and ASCE joined to publish the advanced thinking “Residential Streets” which advocates for properly scaled streets, streets planned to avoid excess stormwater runoff; streets which can serve as meeting places and centers of community activity. 

Encroachment permitting---private maintained objects and uses in the row---will be the mechanism to allow these.  Allow for a good design and reduce violations.  On the shared street, some shoulders may need to be kept clear of encroachments.  Will be developing next year.
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Drainage –
 

Base Design

•
 

Infiltrate through 
gravel shoulders

Each street has stormwater runoff

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design assumes gravel shoulders for trees and stormwater.  

Some things may be required.  Slope mods (walls) and drainage.

Estimate one half of the 45 miles of unpaved streets may require Public Stormwater system because they do not drain locally.

14.2 mi of the 45.1 mi in MS4 area with unpredictable or poor infiltration  31%.  23% drain well.  Remaining 46% mixed bag.

Conveyance of 10 year storm event plus approvable discharge point.

.
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Drainage –
 

May be Required

•
 

Infiltrate and treat at 
source in swale, planter, 
curb extension

•
 

Convey to a collective 
stormwater area

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pervious pavement would require maintenance agreement.  City does not have resources to fund service.

CONSTRUCTION ALONE (not engineering or inspection) could cost $30k to 60k per street

Stormwater – SW Stephens Creek basin conveyance to a parcel based treatment




* Pavement under city maintenance

City of 
Portland

Adjacent 
Property 
Owner

Adjacent 
Property 
Owner

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another part of the program is since these are standards, would be eligible for city maintenance.

Paved (no curb) 167 mi (17%)
 78% City
 22% adjacent property owner
(total additional is these 36.7 miles potentially plus the 45 miles, or 82 miles for city to maintain, or a 10% increase over current residential street maintenance.  Although with new pavement, don’t expect to need anything for at least 10-20 years.

Maintenance on Residential Streets: 
Potholes (~10k/yr) Sweeping (will go down from 2x to 1x)
More than half total potholes filled are on local streets (not arterials/collectors)
Hazard Response
Sweeping in FY 2012 38,773 curb miles and  FY 2006 49,482 (down from 4-6 times/year to 1x/yr)
Leaf Districts – special service



*Develop a policy to guide residential 
street concept approval

-
 

Residents 
AND

-
 

Developer

(proposed development submitted for a 
building permit, land use action, or early 
assistance, and public street improvements 
are required)

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next two recommendations are intertwined and best done with an example of the challenges.
We have made progress in this and have some recommendation but need more projects to test this on before we can make a recommendation for policy



*Develop a proposal for a developer 
in lieu of street improvements fee

SW 47th

 

Ave

 

/ SW Garden Home Rd

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
47th Local
Garden Home NH Collector; Community transit; City Bikeway; City Walkway; 
Fanno Creek Watershed drains to river (lacks stormwater infrastructure)



SW 47th

 

Ave to the 
south of Garden 

Home Rd

Above -

 

SW 47th

 Ave north of 
Garden Home Rd

185759 presentation
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Residential Street Styles

Traditional Residential Street:

Separated Residential Street:

Shared Residential Street:

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which one?  How select---City and Developer can agree on the best fit, but since this would set the tone of the street, some input would be desirable.  We do not what to hold up the development however.  We have developed 3 models that we need to explore further (NH street plan; development does traditional unless agrees to stop to consider other options; balance the time to allow input and consensus)
 
What if this was not practical to build?  Fee in lieu of construction?  Two theories—fee is in place of the street improvements required as credit for that property for eventual street construction (deposit) or fee is based on the full build of traditional frontage that may be applied under a system approach to an overall local transportation system improvements, like a sidewalk on Garden Home Road which is a higher class than on 47th where a shared street would maybe be appropriate desgin.
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Permit
Concept
Develop-

ment

Plans & 
Design
60-95%

Construction 
and Project 
Acceptance

Public
Inquiry

(PW IQ)

Alternatives 
Consideration

Public Works Permit

Basic Information

NEW Strong Website

Developer and Resident

NEW

Design Feedback & Evaluation

Concept 
Approval

Developer

City

Residents

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dan Burden a ped and bike planner who in 1999 wrote “Street Design Guidelines for Healthy Neighborhoods” said this:
Street-making is a simple art. However, because it is crucial to neighborhood and community design, many disciplines must collaborate to
achieve the best street patterns for each neighborhood.

Evaluate edge, maintenance, surfacing smoothness, traffic calming as requested by stakeholders/community input

Note for LIDs the scope always goes to Council for approval.





Residential Street –
 

Infill Development

SW 31st

 

Ave before

SW 31st

 

Ave after

(enhanced)

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thru public works appeals we have tried out and here is an enhanced view of an infill separated street. 


More work to be done on this.




* Offer financing thru a Local 
Improvement District (LID) and to 

the extent an LID is available, 
allow for deferral program

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Final aspect to consider is identify a financing mechanism to support implementing the deferral program for low income based LIDs

Other financing mechanisms explored at council and ord 2 directs 



*Ordinance 2 of 2 (summary)
a.

 
Authorize development of an LID financing contract 
option with a 5-year deferral for eligible LIDs.

b.
 

The deferral option is offered to all property 
owners within an LID if:

•
 

51% within an LID earn less than 80% MFI
•

 
LID not eligible for tax-increment, CDBG, or other 
subsidies

•
 

A funding source to support implementation of the 
deferral option is identified by Dec 2014

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Households eligible for a deferral.  East side ~ 6% of the properties (owner and renter) on either unpaved or both unpaved and paved without curb
$96 M estimate includes 45 miles unpaved rebuilt to standards (5% walkway; 20% separated; 75% shared and some with stormwater) ($334 M for Trad’l Street)
Taxable lots ~194,000.  This would equate to ~$495/each for all taxable lots in city.
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Public Involvement Process

Endorsements

•
 

Brentwood Darlington Neighborhood Association
•

 
Woodstock Neighborhood Association

•
 

Cully Neighborhood Association
•

 
East Portland Neighborhood Office &
Land Use/Transportation Committee

•
 

SW Neighborhoods Inc. 
•

 
Portland Pedestrian Advisory Committee

•
 

SW Trails

185759 presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To wrap up,
we have received very strong support and endorsements for the new standards and the concepts presented in this program.  I would like to acknowledge the time and input from our citizens and other bureaus in this effort to think creatively and collaboratively.  Diverse perspectives have brought forth the best recommendation we could achieve.

I would like to note in the audience are the City Financial Debt team and City LID administrator as well as Fire Bureau and Environmental Services, plus some others from the Bureau of Transportation.

Thank you for your consideration and request you support these two items before you today.

This concludes our presentation. 
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